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“Vita, bìos, anima. Parole importanti ma nulle. Come ricostruire 
una vita senza gli strumenti giusti?
Il corpo, la sua anima e il bìos non possono essere riuniti. Non 
possono perché l'anima non può essere collegata a un corpo 
identico che, ancora oggi, è insostituibile. E se ci fosse la 
possibilità di imprigionare l'anima in simulacri in grado di 
risvegliare il concetto di vita stessa? È possibile imprigionare la 
vita? Per fare questo abbiamo bisogno di un corpo. Un costrutto 
biologico che simula i processi attivi di un materiale in 
decomposizione (decadimento, crescita, simbiosi / parassitismo 
con altri bios). Abbiamo quindi bisogno di capsule biologiche, che 
riproducano materiale tecnicamente organico per soddisfare i 
bisogni di un'anima che vive all'interno di un corpo. Il mio lavoro 
da anni si occupa di questo: creo simulacri organici, feticci di 
materia organica e tecnologica, al fine di rivitalizzare l'anima al 
suo interno. Se uno pseudo corpo inizia a camminare, l'anima 
può viaggiare per il mondo. Se un corpo cresce, allora la sua 
anima sarà in grado di morire di nuovo. Se un corpo scompare, 
l'anima sarà in grado di cercare un nuovo ospite in cui vivere.
Corpi e anime. Questo è il mio lavoro.
B-I-O-S in IT è anche il primo programma eseguito dopo 
l'accensione, che determina la fase di avvio di un sistema. 
Concependo il bìos come la fonte primaria del movimento attivo 
e vitale di macchine e cose, il suo controllo permette di creare un 
nuovo tipo di vita, fatto di cavi e carne, fatto di sistemi di 
accensione e il deterioramento dell'esistente. “

La creazione di un oggetto vitale ha lo scopo di riflettere sulla 
nostra esistenza precaria, sul rapporto tra bìos e zoè e sulla 
natura delle cose, in continuo movimento.
Le opere d'arte che vivono e scompaiono nel mondo non solo 
riflettono maggiormente le questioni storiche, poiché il loro 
viaggio si diffonde nel tempo, ma sono in grado di diventare 
vitali e comunicare con altri esseri vitali, per scontrarsi alla 
pari con il mondo, con coloro pagano il biglietto.

“Life, bìos, soul. Full but null words. How do we rebuild a life without 
the right tools?
The body, its soul and the bìos cannot be reunited. Thus the soul 
cannot be connected to an identical body, that nowadays is still 
irreplaceable. But what if there was the possibility of imprisoning the 
soul in simulacra capable of awakening the concept of life itself? Is 
it possible to imprison life? To accomplish this process we need a 
body. A biological construct that simulates the active processes of a 
decomposing material (decay, growth, symbiosis / parasitism with 
other bios). Therefore we need biological capsules, that reproduce 
technically organic matter to satisfy the needs of a soul that lives 
within a body. My work has been dealing with this questions:  I 
create organic simulacra, fetishes of organic and technological 
matter, in order to revitalize the soul inside them. If a pseudo body 
begins to walk, then the soul can travel the world. If a body grows, 
then its soul will be able to die again. If a body disappears, the soul 
will be able to look for a new guest to live in.
Bodies and souls.This is my work. 
B-I-O-S in IT is also the first program that run after a system powers 
on, which determines the startup phase. Conceiving the bìos as the 
primary source of the active and vital movement of machines and 
things, its control allows to create a new type of life, made of cables 
and meat, made of ignition systems and the deterioration of the 
existing. “

Creating a vital object aims at reflecting on our precarious 
existence, on the relationship between bìos and zoè and on the 
nature of things, constantly moving.
Not only do biodegradable works of art reflect more on historical 
issues, as their journey spreads over time, but they are also able to 
become vital and communicate with other vital beings, to clash on 
par with the world, with those who dabble art.



 

My heart will go on

As far as the growing fear of the end is 
concerned, which is encouraged by climate 
change and the awareness of an increasingly 
extinct world, My heart will go on reflects on the 
nature and autonomy of art.
The work is a shell-shaped casing modified and 
made with special 3D printing machines. It plays 
the role of "posthuman living prototype" and 
becomes the representative of art and life, where 
the disappearance of humanity puts an end to 
culture and society.
My heart will go on answers to questions about 
the role of art without man and the need of 
preserving memory to extend it in the future and 
prepare for a rebirth.
Thus the work becomes living: it is immersed in a 
set that simulates a stereotyped natural 
environment, and it turns on as soon as the 
sensor detects a movement in nearby. The 
presence of man will be able to bring the work 
back to life, which becomes the representative of 
an embodied and independent technology.



 My Heart will go on, 2019. 3D printing, polylactic acid, organic materials, digispark, electric cables, infrared sensor, tree trunk, printing on a 
250x250cm water sheet. Variable dimensions. Installation view at Galleria San Fedele.



My Heart will go on, 2019. 3D printing, polylactic acid, organic materials, digispark, electric cables, infrared sensor, tree trunk, 
printing on a 250x250cm water sheet. Variable dimensions. (Detail)





Buer project

Broadly speaking environmental and relational 
dynamics between man and space is the focus of this 
work. Buer project responds to what is needed to build 
connections between objects produced by man, and a 
fragile and decaying environment.
The title refers to the hellish multiform leonine-headed 
demon which owns the power of healing all human 
diseases, and that becomes synonymous with 
paradox, poison and cure.
The project, realized on the island of Elba, consists in 
the abandonment of a series of biodegradable 
sculptures which are camouflaged with natural 
environments. They  will live and deteriorate over time, 
leaving behind them only their experience and their 
memory. 
Moreover, an installation has been placed in the 
square of Marciana Marina, and it  consists of the 
wreckage of a sculpture. It has been made by using 
special 3d printers, which use biodegradable 
materials, and laid on a pile carpet that portray digital 
rendering of whale bones.

Pile, a well-known synthetic material with toxic 
components for the marine world, is the emblem of 
human actions on the world, as an object that changes  
its shape and turns into an inexorable virus.



Buer I, 2019, Organic residues, print on 150x250cm pile, polylactic acid. Installation view at SAFE (Marciana Marina). Photo: Cecilia Mentasti





Buer I, 2019, Organic residues, print on 150x250cm pile, polylactic acid. (Detail) Photo: Cecilia Mentasti





Buer II, 2019. 3d printing PLA. Place of abandonment: Mining industry of Rio Marina, Island of Elba. Photo: Cecilia Mentasti





Vanadio III, 2019.Organic elements, topsoil, self-tightening bands. Picture taken at the Marciana Marina cemetery. 







Whale Fall

Following the principle that the death of a 
whale in the seabed encourages the 
creation of different ecosystems, Whale fall 
aims to reflect on the cyclical nature of 
biological evolution and on the vitality of 
technological matter. 
Semi-organic grafts, biodegradable 
materials, plant-related elements in a state 
of decomposition, processing continuously,
are just some of the components useful for 
the creation of paintings and sculptures that 
are innervated with life. Consequently, by 
means of modeling plastic materials and 
adding living elements, the works become 
vital to the viewer, showing the result of a 
process aimed at the vivification of 
stereoscopic products.





Vanadio II, 2018. Polylactic Acid, organic elements, ground, water, blood, betadine, host, flowers, lianas, spices. Variable Dimensions. 
Installation view at Davide Gallo Gallery. Photo: Alessandra Draghi.



Vanadio II,2018. (Detail). Polylactic Acid, organic elements, ground, water, blood, betadine, host, flowers, lianas, spices. Variable 
Dimensions. Photo: Alessandra Draghi



The Osedex Series, 2018. Oil on canvas, Organic elements, betadine, water, 3D prints, bronze, canapa filament. Installation view at 
Davide Gallo Gallery. Photo: Alessandra Draghi



Osedex I, 2018. (Detail). Oil on canvas, dust, polylactic acid, dry plants and flowers, bronze, kanesis filament, mastic, shellac. 
45X50X4cm. Photo: Alessandra Draghi





Tessuto Molle, 2018. Mixed media on metal. Polylactic acid, betadine. 15x15x3 cm. Photo: Alessandra Draghi  



BODY ACHE

The project conceived for the spaces of 
Dimora Artica is to be considered as a path 
of reconstruction and parody of the body 
from the point of view of its material 
components. The aim is to highlight the 
exhausting and obsessive desire to mold  
matter; in particular its most extreme form, 
the biological one, coveted power tool used 
in many developed societies. The works also 
intend to reflect on the autonomy of the 
objects within the art system, on the role of 
the spectator in the concrete spaces of an 
exhibition, on the need of a “bodily” presence 
within an exhibition. The works has become 
tecno-bio-living fetishes, without control, but 
with an human input, capable of changing 
over time to become archetype fetishes and  
transcended objects. 
The objects are seen as a symbol, a 
medium, a bridge in between the material 
and the spiritual world.











Body Ache, 2018 . Polylactic Acid. Variable Dimensions. Installation view at Dimora Artica, curated by Domitilla Argentieri. Photo: 
Andrea Lacarpia





Body Ache, 2018. Polylactic Acid, organic elements, sole, molds. Variable dimensions. Installation view at Dimora Artica, 
Curated by Domitilla Argentieri. Photo: Andrea Lacarpia



 

The Kipple Project

The project is based on the definition of 
“Kipple” mentioned by Philip K. Dick in the 
book “Do androids dream of electric sheep?". 
The “Kipple”, compared to the original, 
presents itself as a critique of a consumerist 
society, which elevates the useless, 
cumbersome and unchangeable object to an 
indispensable fetish. It is an object without 
purpose in the beginning, built through the 3D 
modeling of pre-existing forms. It is unique, 
autonomous and biodegradable. If it is 
inserted in natural contexts, the “kipples” 
acquire their functional dimension, carrying 
out simple operations imposed by the 
surrounding environment (they collect water, 
they are deposits of earth, they house molds). 
It is a project where the work of art turns into 
a silent guest, which integrates perfectly into 
the environment where it is located.



Kipple I, 2016. Polylactic acid, bronze powder, steel cables. Variable dimensions. Located somewhere in roman farmlands. Photo: Alessandra 





Kipple I.I, 2017. Polylactic acid, hemp ropes. variable dimensions. Courtesy: the artist (detail)



Kipple II,2017. Polylactic acid. 130x30x30cm. Located in Roman farmlands. Courtesy: the artist











Kipple III,2018. Polylactic Acid, pink salt. Variable dimensions. Located in Red Rocks, New Zealand. Courtesy:the artist
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